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Daily Quantum Field Protection 

It is important to protect your quantum field (aura, electromagnetic field) from 
negative, dense energy.  People and situations drain your energy, leaving you 
feeling tired, heavy, stressed and overwhelmed.  You are not hurting anyone by 
protecting your quantum field.   

 

Do the protection in the morning and then again before you go to sleep.   You will 
feel more energized, happier, less stressed and have better health.   

 

You can do the protection anywhere, bed, shower, car, at the office – it does not 
take long and it seals your quantum field, protecting you from negative energy 
instantly. Simple, fast – no drama! 

 

How Does It Work?   

 

Think of an energy field/shield around a space ship – when the pilot switches the 
shield on it instantly protects the ship, bouncing off anything harmful that comes 
into contact with it.   
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Quick Instant on the Go Protection 

 

Visualise Arch Angel Michael’s blue protective ray/light pouring down over the top 
of your head, around your whole quantum field, (1 metre in front, behind, to the 
sides, above and below you) entering into the earth and then sealing itself 
beneath your feet. 

Firmly say, “I invoke Arch Angel Michael’s protection” or firmly say “I invoke 
protection”.  It does not really matter as long as your intention is clear that you 
command protection for yourself.  

You must see or feel the blue light one metre away surrounding the edge of your 
whole quantum field, including the area beneath the Earth and your feet – no 
gaps!  Think of it like liquid so as it pours down over your quantum field, which is a 
sphere (see picture below), it covers the whole area. 

Once the quantum field is covered, takes a few seconds you will feel a shift, 
change in the quality / feeling of your quantum field as it is now communicating 
with the protective energy that has surrounded it.  

Think without doubt that you are being protected from all negative, dense energy.  
It now bounces off your quantum field back into the universe. 

You can use this protection for yourself, family members and for all your things like 
car, house etc. 
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Silver Bubble Protection Technique 

 
Sit quietly and quieten your breath. Bring your awareness to your body and connect with 
it.  Is your body relaxed?  

 

In front of you is a huge transparent silver bubble. Visualize yourself walking up to it 
and then stepping into a silver bubble.  Once you are inside the bubble it seals 
behind you so there are no gaps in the bubble at all.  You are surrounded by a 
silver bubble of protection which is reflective and therefore deflects any negative 
energy away from you. 

 

Once in the bubble you are protected from other people’s negative energy 
entering your quantum field. 

 

This will last for a few hours.  If you get the feeling that someone is making you 
uncomfortable then just quickly repeat the process of stepping into a bubble of 
protection. 

 

 

Some Info About Your Protective Bubble 

 

This bubble moves with you as you walk. 

 

If you stretch your arms up or to the side you can’t touch the sides, your feet touch 
the earth but the bubble is one and a half metres beneath your feet so if it was not 
for the earth under your feet you would be floating in the middle of the bubble.   

 

The bubble’s transparent flexible material is impenetrable to negative energy but 
porous to positive and loving energy. 

 

All negative energy that is outside the bubble bounces off it back into the universe 
as positive energy.  The surface of the bubble neutralised the negative energy and 
transforms it into positive energy. 
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All positive energy can penetrate and all positive energy that you are emanating 
can leave the bubble and enter the universe. 

 

You are completely safe and protected inside this bubble. 


